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October 4-11, 2020

Donated by Anonymous, USA
‘Corofin’ 3 W-YYR Richardson Ireland Classic
‘Delia’ 6 W-YWP Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Epona’ 3 W-GRR William Jackson, Jr. Australia
‘Galactic’ 2 W-YYW Helen Link USA
‘Janelle’ 3 W-WWO G. W. E. Brogden New Zealand
‘Joe Hamm the Daffodil Man’ 2 W-YYO Spud Brogden 2019 New Zealand

Donated by Genie Applegate, USA
‘Pride of Cornwall’ 8 W-YYR Williams England Historic 1933
‘Sunstroke’ 2 O-R Reed USA Intermediate
‘Lilac Tones’ 2 W-P Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Chérie’ 7 W-P Mitchell England Historic 1935

Donated by Michael Berrigan, USA
‘Three of Diamonds’ 3 W-GWO Gripshover USA Miniature

Donated by Bill Carter, Carter’s Daffodils, USA
‘Easter Chick’ 4 Y-WWY Watson Northern Ireland

Donated by Don Caton, USA
‘Little Alice’ 4 Y-O Watson Northern Ireland Intermediate
Set of 5 Music-Related Daffodil Bulbs
‘Ice Dancer’ 2 W-GWP Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Marimba’ 2 Y-YYO Murray Evans Oregon, USA
‘Soprano’ 2 W-GPP Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Symphonette’ 2 Y-Y Mitsch Oregon, USA
‘Unchanged Melody’ 2 W-PYY Havens Oregon, USA
Set of 6 Music-Related Daffodil Bulbs
‘Emperor Concerto’ 2 YYW-WWY Havens Oregon, USA
‘Ice Dancer’ 2 W-GWP Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Pinza’ 2 Y-YYO Richardson Ireland Classic
‘Pizarro’ 2 Y-Y Mitsch Oregon, USA
‘Tangerine Tango’ 4 Y-O Watson Northern Ireland
‘Unchanged Melody’ 2 W-PYY Havens Oregon, USA

Set of 5 Double (Division 4) Daffodils
‘Little Alice’ 4 Y-O Watson Northern Ireland Intermediate
‘Little Dorr’ 4 W-P Brian Duncan Northern Ireland Intermediate
‘Dunkery’ 4 Y-O Lloyd England
‘Tangerine Tango’ 4 Y-O Watson Northern Ireland
‘Tenacity’ 4 W-YYO David Jackson Australia

Set of 5 Split-cup (Div. 11) Daffodils
‘Bon Viveur’ 11b W-WWP Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Cum Laude’ 11a W-P Gerritsen & Son The Netherlands
‘Electrus’ 11a W-GPP Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Shrimp Boat’ 11a W-P Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Tiritomba’ 11a Y-O Gerritsen and Son The Netherlands

Donated by Karen Cogar, USA
‘Pogo’ 3 W-GYO Helen Link Indiana, USA Intermediate 2020 Pannill Award winner

Donated by Flower Farm on Silva, Sandra Buchanan, USA
‘Mighty Mite’ 1 YYG-Y Reed USA Intermediate
‘Beauty Rest’ 2 W-P Reed USA
‘Rural King’ 1 Y-P Reed USA

Donated by Kirby Fong, USA
Set of 5 New Zealand-bred Tazettas
‘Abraxis’ 8 W-O Wilfred Hall New Zealand
‘Ashlini’ 8 W-Y Wilfred Hall New Zealand
‘Lemon and Barley’ 8 Y-Y Wilfred Hall New Zealand
‘Panchali’ 8 Y-O Wilfred Hall New Zealand
‘Sugar Cups’ 8 Y-Y Graham Phillips New Zealand

Set of 5 Tazettas bred by William Welch
‘Caitlin's Favorite’ 8 W-Y Bill Welch California, USA
‘Early Pearl’ 8 W-Y Bill Welch California, USA
‘Hilary Marea’ 8 W-Y Bill Welch California, USA
‘Lady Rosanna’ 8 W-Y Bill Welch California, USA
‘Minnie’s Pearl’ 8 W-W Bill Welch California, USA

Trio of White Tazetta Daffodils
‘Fifth One’ 8 W-W Bill Welch California, USA
‘Minnie’s Pearl’ 8 W-W Bill Welch California, USA
‘Wha’ 8 W-W Bill Welch California, USA

Trio of New Zealand-bred Tazettas
‘Abraxis’ 8 W-O Wilfred Hall New Zealand
‘Lemon and Barley’ 8 Y-Y Wilfred Hall New Zealand
‘Sugar Cups’ 8 Y-Y Graham Phillips New Zealand
Set of 5 of Tazetta Daffodils
‘Abraxis’ 8 W-O Wilfred Hall New Zealand
‘Hilary Marea’ 8 W-Y Bill Welch California, USA
‘Island Pride’ 8 W-Y Rosewarne E. H. S. England
‘Jamage’ 8 W-Y George Tarry England
‘Lemon Cups’ 8 W-Y Unknown

‘Abraxis’ 8 W-O Wilfred Hall New Zealand
‘Caitlin’s Favorite’ 8 W-Y Bill Welch California, USA
‘Fifth One’ 8 W-W Bill Welch California, USA
‘Golden Rain’ 4 Y-O Bernard Classic
‘Hilary Marea’ 8 W-Y Bill Welch California, USA
‘Honeybee’ 8 Y-Y Bill Welch California, USA
‘Lady Rosanna’ 8 W-Y Bill Welch California, USA
‘Lemon and Barley’ 8 Y-Y Wilfred Hall New Zealand
‘Lemon Cups’ 8 W-Y Unknown
‘Luna’s Favorite’ 8 W-Y Bill Welch California, USA
‘Minnie’s Pearl’ 8 W-W Bill Welch California, USA
‘Panchali’ 8 Y-O Wilfred Hall New Zealand
‘Popp Star’ 8 W-Y Bill Welch California, USA
‘Shauna Rose’ 8 W-OYY Bill Welch California, USA

Donated by Larry Force, USA
‘Arrowhead’ 6 Y-R Richard & Elise Havens USA
‘Pink China’ 2 W-P Richard & Elise Havens USA Intermediate

Donated by Mary Lou Gripshover, USA
‘Sandburg’ 9 W-GYO Gripshover USA Included in Trio of poets by Mary Lou Gripshover 2
‘Miami Trace’ 9 W-GYR Gripshover USA Included in Trio of poets by Mary Lou Gripshover 2
‘Miami Trace’ 9 W-GYR Gripshover USA
‘Scarlet Tanager’ 2 Y-R Havens USA Intermediate Included in set of Intermediate Daffodil Bulbs 2

Trio of Miniature Poet Daffodil Bulbs
‘Shaw's Gift’ 9 W-GYR Force USA Miniature
‘Shaw's Legacy’ 9 W-GYO Force USA Miniature
Force SNR-5 9 W- seedling miniature poeticus daffodil Force USA

Donated by Joe Hamm, USA
Trio of Yellow Historic Daffodils
‘Bulwark’ 1 Y-Y The Brodie of Brodie Scotland Historic 1923
‘Yellow Moon’ 2 Y-Y The Brodie of Brodie Scotland Historic 1935
‘Golden Mary’ 3 Y-Y Edward Leeds England Historic 1877
‘Daphne’ 4 W-W Frederick Culpin England Historic 1914
‘General Pershing’ 7 Y-Y de Graaff Bros. the Netherlands Historic 1923
‘Indian Chief’ 4 Y-O Sarah Backhouse England Historic 1921
‘High Style’ 9 W-GYR Helen Link Indiana, USA
‘Lovette’ 2 WWY-GWY Helen Link Indiana, USA
‘Pewee’ 3W-GWP Helen Link Indiana, USA Classic Intermediate
‘Phebe’ 9 W-GYO Helen Link Indiana, USA
‘Requiem’ 3 Y-GYO Helen Link Indiana, USA
‘Titmouse’ 2 W-YYO Helen Link Indiana, USA Classic Intermediate

Donated by Christopher Harley, Qdaff.US, USA
‘Broomhill’ 2 W-W Frederick Board England Classic
‘Dove Wings’ 6 W-Y Cyril Coleman England Classic
‘Gay Kybo’ 4 W-O Helen Richardson Ireland
‘Pink Puppy’ 2 W-P Carlos van der Veek the Netherlands Intermediate
‘Proud Fellow’ 1 Y-O Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Spin Doctor’ 3 W-R Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Stann Creek’ 1 YYW-WWY Pearson England
‘Star Glow’ 2 W-R Brian Duncan Northern Ireland

Donated by Elise Havens, USA
‘American Classic’ 2Y-WYY Richard & Elise Havens USA
‘Confidential’ 2 Y-Y Richard & Elise Havens USA Intermediate
‘Fiery Arrow’ 2 O-O Richard & Elise Havens USA Intermediate
‘Magic Lantern’ 1 Y-O Richard & Elise Havens USA (Gold Ribbon at 2020 National Show)
‘Smooth Silk’ 2 W-P Richard & Elise Havens USA

Donated by Sara Kinne, USA
‘Anna Panna’ 3 Y-O Watson Northern Ireland Intermediate Included in set of Intermediate

Daffodil Bulbs 2
‘Cloud's Rest’ 2 W-P Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Demmo’ 2 Y-O David Jackson Australia
‘Elizabeth Ann’ 6 W-GWP Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Fairy Circle’ 3 W-WWP the Brodie of Brodie Scotland 1919 Historic
‘Flashing Red’ 2 Y-R Peter Ramsay New Zealand
‘Flintlock’ 2 W-Y David Jackson Australia
‘Georgie Girl’ 6 W-GWP Brian Duncan Northern Ireland
‘Grace Note’ 3 W-GGY Mitsch USA Classic and Intermediate Included in set of Intermediate

Daffodil Bulbs 2
‘Habit’ 1 Y-Y David Jackson Australia
‘Haoma’ 2 W-W David Jackson Australia
‘Karigal’ 11a Y-O David Jackson Australia
‘Lemon Haze’ 2 Y-GWY David Bell New Zealand
‘Newcrest’ 1 W-Y  David Jackson  Australia
‘Nor-Nor’ 2 Y-YYO  Wilson Northern Ireland  Classic and Intermediate Included in set of Intermediate Daffodil Bulbs 2
‘Princette’ 3 W-GYR  Helen Link  USA
‘Quantum’ 2 Y-Y  David Jackson  Australia
‘Sidley’ 3 W-GYY  Bloomer Northern Ireland Intermediate Included in set of Intermediate Daffodil Bulbs 2
‘Spindletop’ 2 Y-O  Bill Pannill  USA
‘Stubborn’ 2 Y-O  David Jackson  Australia
‘Tanglewood’ 3 Y-R  Bill Pannill  USA
‘Tenterfield’ 1 Y-Y  Barbara Able Smith  England
‘York Minster’ 1 Y-YOO  John Lea  England

Donated by Gary Knehans, USA
‘Cowboy Up’ 11a Y-Y

Donated by Sue Luken, USA
Set of 4 bulbs Graeme & Faith Miller N Z
‘Frontier Glow’ 2 Y-O  Graeme & Faith Miller  New Zealand
‘Te Arai’ 1 W-Y  Graeme & Faith Miller  New Zealand
‘Twinklebelle’ 2 Y-Y  Graeme & Faith Miller  New Zealand
‘Wayby’ 2 Y-R  Graeme & Faith Miller  New Zealand

Set of 5 bulbs, David Jackson, Australia
‘Cartel’ 2 W-YYO  Jackson Australia
‘Graffiti’ 2 W-YYO  Jackson Australia
‘Jolly Good’ 2 Y-YYO  Jackson Australia
‘Shockwave’ 2 Y-O  Jackson Australia
‘Tycoon’ 3 W-WWY  Jackson Australia

Set of 5 bulbs bred in New Zealand
‘Colin’s Joy’ 2 W-GWR  Colin Crotty  New Zealand
‘Little Stuff’ 6 Y-R  Peter Ramsay  New Zealand
‘Ohura’s Mayor’ 2 Y-O  Hamilton  New Zealand
‘Southern Command’ 2 Y-R  Spud Brogden  New Zealand
‘White October’ 2 W-W  Spud Brogden  New Zealand
‘Absegami’ 2 Y-YYR  Bender  USA
‘Glaston’ 2 W-ORR  Phillips  New Zealand Classic
‘Highpoint’ 2 Y-Y  Jerry & Eileen Frey  Oregon, USA
‘Jump-Up’ 1 Y-O  Temple-Smith  Australia
‘Silent Pink’ 2 W-P  Mitsch  Oregon, USA

Donated by Dianne Mrak, USA
‘Denarius’ 2 Y-Y  Richard and Elise Havens  Oregon, USA
‘Building High’  3 W-YYR  G. W. E. Brogden  New Zealand
‘Oregon Sunset’  2 Y-P  Richard and Elise Havens  Oregon, USA
‘Robert Frost’  9 W-GOR Included in Trio of poets by Mary Lou Gripshover 2
‘Sky Warrior’  4 Y-P  Richard and Elise Havens  Oregon, USA

**Donated by Graham Phillips, NZ and grown by Bill Carter, USA**

‘Carol’s White’  1 W-W  Graham Phillips  New Zealand
‘Everytime’  2 Y-R  Graham Phillips  New Zealand

**Donated by Lynn Slackman, USA**

‘Balanced Equation’  11a W-PPY  Richard and Elise Havens  Oregon, USA
‘Boscoppa’  11a Y-O  Ron Scamp  England
‘Colorama’  11a Y-O  Gerritsen & Son  the Netherlands
‘Cool Evening’  11a W-P  Grant Mitsch  Oregon, USA
‘Crackington’  4 Y-O  David Lloyd  England
‘Goldhanger’  2 Y-Y  John Pearson  England
‘Green Ice’  2 W-GWW  Brian Duncan  Northern Ireland
‘Hanky Panky’  11a Y-Y  Dr. John Reed  Michigan, USA
‘Motmot’  8 Y-R  Grant Mitsch  Oregon, USA
‘Oregon Pioneer’  2 Y-P  Richard and Elise Havens  Oregon, USA
‘Traveling On’  2 YYW-WYO  David Niswonger  Missouri, USA
‘Tudor Dance’  1 W-Y  Helen Richardson  Ireland

**Donated by Janie Vaughan, USA**

‘Lara’  2 W-O  Bill Pannill  Virginia, USA
‘Lara’  2 W-O  Bill Pannill  Virginia, USA Included in trio of daffodils bred by Bill Pannill

**Donated by Kathy Welsh, USA**

‘Newport’  2 W-YOY  Bill Pannill  USA Included in trio of daffodils bred by Bill Pannill
‘Spindletop’  3 W-Y  Bill Pannill  USA Included in trio of daffodils bred by Bill Pannill

**Donated by Suzy Wert, USA**

‘Convergence’  4 Y-P  The donor’s favorite double!  Richard and Elise Havens  Oregon, USA